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Phillips V60 Setup Guide 
This document is f or use in WARD 7 & WARD 32 by the Respiratory/General Med team. (Aug 2021).  

Ensure your ventilator is fully setup and working before taking it  to the 

patient area.  

Select Mask, either Respironics (AF531, AF421, AF541) or F&P Nivairo RT045 Non-Vented mask using 

the mask fitting guides below which are in each mask pack. 

  

CAUTION: The correct Nivairo mask has a clear elbow where it connects to circuit 

tubing. Do not use the Blue Elbow Nivairo ( it has no anti-asphyxia valve) or 

Orange Elbow Nivairo (vented mask, no anti -viral filter). Do not use other masks 

e.g. from ED or critical care or a mask that the patient has brought from home.  

 

Setting up the NIV or CPAP prescription 

1. Power on the V60 using the On/Shutdown button.  

2. Immediately touch standby tab to silence the alarm. This will take a few seconds to activate 

3. Press the Modes tab. 

4. Press the Batch S/T icon (displayed in blue) for NIV setup or press CPAP icon for CPAP mode.  

These are the only modes to be used. 
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5. Check settings displayed and if changes need to be made, touch the icon, adjust with arrows 

and push Accept or Cancel to modify. Repeat until the settings are as required. The adjusted 

values will be displayed in yellow. Oxygen requirement can be adjusted at this stage too. 

6. Press Activate Batch Change icon to apply all changes at once. 

 

7. Press Menu tab.  

 
 

8. Press Mask/Port icon. This symbol must be displayed.  (Leak 1) which 

indicates that a selected non vented mask is in use. Press Accept icon. 

9. Check DEP (Disposable Exhalation Port) port option is selected  Press 

Accept Icon. These are the only options to be selected. 

10. Choose Alarm Settings tab. The default Alarm Settings shown below are to be applied. Touch 

each icons, use the arrows to adjust, and Accept or Cancel icons to modify. 
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11. Attach V60 patient breathing circuit (Ref No. 1065834) to the V60. The circuit comes fully 

assembled with pressure  monitoring line, exhalation port and filters already in the right 

position. Do not use other circuit types from ED or critical care. 

 

  
 

  

  

 Photos: Philips V60 setup with Respironics mask(left). F&P Nivairo RT045 alternative mask (Right) 

12. Attach the patient mask to the circuit, attach red sticker ( as above) to mask. 

Distal End of Circuit to be attached to patient mask 

Ensure viral filter is attached at the exhalation port on the side. 

See Image on the Left 

Viral filter on the exhalation port is to changed every 24 hours or 

earlier if wet. 

Write the date and time on the mask end viral filter. 

 

Proximal end of Circuit attached to ventilator 

Attach red sticker below to mask over 

area ”X” on pictures. 
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https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https://www.vsesv.com/fisher-paykel-healthcare/goods/nivairo-rt045&psig=AOvVaw0ktdN6jukZFGcCOGZWJVEo&ust=1629847593984000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAcQjRxqFwoTCPiNqaKmyPICFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
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Starting patient on NIV therapy 

13. Shutdown the ventilator using the On/Shutdown button, and then pressing ventilator 

shutdown icon on the ventilator screen. (Ventilator Settings are automatically saved) 

14. Position the ventilator next to the patient’s bedside. Ensure it is placed well away from 

curtains which can block the air inlet on the sides. 

15. Plug in to the mains power point and check power socket is ON. 

16. Plug the high pressure oxygen hose into the wall oxygen outlet. 

17. Put mask on patient, checking for a snug fit.  

18. Turn the ventilator on using the ON/Shutdown button, it will start as soon as it senses 

patient activated breath. 

19. Check mask fit again without removing the mask off the patient’s face. If the mask needs to 

be removed from patients face, switch the ventilator OFF, using the ON/Shutdown button 

followed by the Ventilator Shutdown Icon. Caution: Using standby mode will still disperse 

viral particles into the atmosphere.  Ensure minimal leak of air around mask to reduce viral 

dispersion in the atmosphere. 

Taking patient off NIV 

1. Power off the ventilator using the On/Shutdown button, and then pressing ventilator 

shutdown icon on the ventilator screen. 

2. Unclip the mask on the sides, and take it off patient 

3. Continuous oxygen saturation monitoring to remain, to alert staff of need to put patient 

back on ventilator. 

Discontinuing NIV use 

1. Disconnect tubing and mask and discard in the rubbish (non-of the tubing or mask is re-

usable) 

2. Wipe down ventilator with Virkon wipes. 

3. If used by a CoVID-19 positive patient, machine to be left on in the room while the room is 

being Bioquelled.  The machine will be alarming while being bioquelled. 

4. Always keep power cord plugged into outlet & turned on to ensure battery is fully charged  

while ventilator is in use. 

 

 


